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When in the 60s the Cuban government led by Fidel Castro nationalized all domestic and foreign companies operating on the island and eliminated private ownership of the means of production, there was a radical change in Cuban society. Since then, Cuban society has suffered the consequences of the double embargo that still exists today: the US embargo and the internal embargo that limits the development of productive forces and civil society on the island.

Everything changed, from the social classes to the consumption patterns of the population. The planned economy dismantled the entire existing business structure and the utopia of the centralized socialist economy began, dependent on the former Soviet Union in a first stage and more recently on Venezuela. Never again could Cubans freely buy a house or car. These goods were acquired only by state allocation. Education and health care were provided free of charge for all Cubans. A broad commodity rationing program for basic commodities, still in force, was implemented. Traveling abroad was a privilege for a few, just like staying at a hotel. Wearing ties disappeared from the Cuban public scene, as well as good manners and good morals, which were gradually extinguished as the new political-economic model was imposed.1 Decades later, social decadence and a devastated economy were the most visible results of the drastic change begun in 1959. A new DNA transformed Cuban society in the political, the economic and the social spheres.

The economic experiment failed: most state enterprises are bankrupt, the banking system is the most backward in Latin America, there are no credit cards, and ATMs per inhabitant is the lowest in the region. The country in almost six decades, according to the statistics published by the Cuban authorities, has not been able to have a single positive year in its merchandise trade balance. The economy has not been able to generate savings. The gross capital formation to GDP ratio is 7.4%, the lowest in Latin America, which averages over 20%.2 The only markets that work with some semblance of efficiency are the dollarized market and tourism, which is managed by large state corporations—mostly in the hands of the armed forces business machine—and joint ventures in association with foreign companies. In this context, the middle class in Cuban society disappeared completely.

Almost 60 years later, a rebirth of the middle class is occurring. With the U.S.-Cuba thaw in relations and a program of domestic economic reforms, a middle class has emerged, created by the development of the

private sector. This middle class has grown rapidly making a strong showing of economic autonomy, great entrepreneurship, strong innovative power and a tremendous force to generate wealth. Undoubtedly, this middle class has boosted the economy of the island in sectors where private work has been allowed, even if only allowed to a limited extent.

**FACTORS OF CHANGE**

There are two key factors that have marked the emergence of this new middle class: the change of policy towards Cuba implemented by President Barack Obama, which led to the so-called age of the “thaw,” and the domestic policy opening implemented by President Raúl Castro beginning in 2010.

The first factor was the elimination of all U.S. restrictions on remittances and travel by Cuban-Americans to the island. This meant a significant inflow of fresh capital into the country’s economy and greater income for millions of Cubans. These inflows became the main source of funds for entrepreneurs to create the businesses allowed by the reforms.

The remittances sent by Cuban exiles since such remittances were decriminalized in 1993, little by little gained a preponderant role in the economy. At present they are the main support of the dollarized retail sector of the island and its total value (in cash and merchandise) exceeds six of the most important exportables of the Cuban economy.3

Since Obama’s arrival to the White House in 2009 until the end of 2016, Cubans have received $21.2 billion in cash remittances. In that period, remittances grew 108.4%. See Figure 1.

At the same time, the economic reforms launched by Raúl Castro allowed the expansion of the private sector to 201 modalities in an environment of more flexible laws, such as allowing the hiring of staff, expanding the capacity of restaurants, permitting the renting of spaces by businesses, the sale of houses and

---

The figures show that the opening has allowed hundreds of thousands of Cubans to start a new life. By the end of 2016 it was reported that some 535,000 Cubans worked directly in the private sector through a license issued to them. In 2010 there were 157,371 such license holders, so that in 6 years the number of workers grew 3.4 times. See Figure 2.

In 2016 the activities with the largest number of licenses were: the elaboration and sale of food, with some 59,700 licenses; the transport of cargo and passengers, with 54,350; the rent of houses, rooms and spaces, with 35,066; and telecommunications, with 24,440. Private sector workers, on average, earn a salary at least 10 times higher than the average salary received by state workers.4

CUBAN ENTREPRENEURS ARE THE FUNDAMENTAL BASIS OF THE NEW MIDDLE CLASS

As a result of the process of transformation that Cuban society is experiencing in the economic sphere, supported by the two key factors mentioned above, a number of elements associated with consumer behavior and the economic development of the emerging private sector indicate that a middle class has emerged in Cuba. The main elements that lead us to this conclusion are:

1. Creation and consolidation of thousands of successful businesses that have generated a market of hundreds of millions of dollars.
2. Growth in the number of Cubans traveling abroad.
3. Growth in the number of domestic tourists staying in the hotel networks that charge in dollars.
5. Creation of informal wholesale market.

---

In the period 2010–2016 there has been a boom in the Cuban private sector. Entrepreneurs have developed very successful and profitable business models. Taking into consideration the number of licenses that are active and the volume of business they generate, the most significant businesses are: privately-owned restaurants, popularly called “paladares”; hostels for renting rooms; beauty salons; cellphone repair shops; sale of footwear; transportation; and wholesale trade activities. The latter is an activity that has been developed despite its not being approved by the government. The above-mentioned modalities generate a volume of business that can be estimated at between 2.5 and 3.8 billion CUC annually. See Figure 3.

The entrepreneurs working in the mentioned modalities and the rest of the modalities authorized to carry out self-employment have formed a very successful business network. Many of these businesses have even created their own brand. See Table 1.

ENTREPRENEURS A NEW FORCE IN THE BALANCE OF POWER OF THE CUBAN ECONOMY

The results achieved by Cuban entrepreneurs in such a short time, despite the limitations they face—high taxes, lack of a wholesale market to acquire inputs, among other difficulties, have generated a new map in the balance of power in the Cuban economy. Currently this movement of entrepreneurs generates 17.8% of the gross income of the economy and has become a necessary and essential force in the development of the country.

In almost 60 years of socialist economy, the non-state sector had never reached so much importance within the economy of the island. Currently, the armed forces (Grupo GAESA and MININT) control certain strategic sectors, such as 85% of the retail market, 40% of the hotel sector within the Cuban tourist industry, the Mariel Special Development Zone, 27% of the telecommunications company ETECSA,
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among others. However, its business structure only represents 21% of the gross income of the Cuban economy, not 60%, as the media and news agencies have stated in recent reporting. The rest of the state apparatus controls 61%: exports of sugar, nickel, petroleum products, medical services, rum, tobacco, seafood, biotechnology, telecommunications, and so on. See Figure 4.

The 535,000 people who currently work in the private sector officially, plus another half a million who do so informally, receive an average minimum remuneration 10 times higher than that of a state worker. This significant difference in wages has given rise to the creation of new market segments with different levels of purchasing power, with consumption patterns different from the rest of the population.

Two aspects of consumption statistics show the emergence of these new segments the market, which undoubtedly represents the birth of a middle class on the island: the growth of national tourism in hotel networks that charge in dollars and travel by Cubans abroad.

**NATIONAL TOURISM HAS GROWN TREMENDOUSLY**

National tourism has had meteoric growth in the last years. In 2016, more than 991,122 Cubans stayed in hotels on the island,\(^6\), establishing a record in the country’s tourist history. This figure is even more remarkable if we take into account the rise in prices of tourist services brought about by the avalanche of North American tourists, with lodging prices per room rising by more than 95% on average with respect to the previous year.\(^7\)

This rapid growth took the Cuban tourist industry by surprise. Today the number of national tourists is slightly lower than from the largest international tourist emitter to the island, Canada, which closed the year 2016 with 1,198,917 tourists.

To get an idea of the impact, let’s look at the statistics. In 2008, the number of national tourists that stayed in the hotel chains that operate in dollars was 61,508. However, when in 2009 President Barack Obama removed some restrictions on remittances and travel to Cuba, the effect was immediate: the number of Cubans staying in hotels destined for international tourism grew year after year. In 2016, the number of national tourists was 991,122, a huge growth of 1,511.4%. See Figure 5.

As mentioned earlier, two factors have impacted this growth: the increase in Cuban-American travel to the island and the growth of the private sector. The increase in Cuban-American travel has allowed many Cubans on the island to enjoy stays in the hotels as guests of their relatives who live in the USA and trav-

---
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Figure 4. Balance of power in the current Cuban economy, private sector vs. state, 2016
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el to the island. A study by HCG in 2014 found that 37% of Cuban-Americans who traveled to the island invited their relatives staying on the island to stay at hotels for at least a weekend, mainly in Varadero, the keys to the north of Villa Clara, and in Guardalavaca, Holguín. This share has been increasing. Currently it is estimated that about 45% of Cuban-Americans who travel to the island invite their relatives on the island to stay in a hotel for two or three days.

The growth of the private sector has also increased the purchasing power of hundreds of thousands of Cubans, allowing them to vacation in tourism hotels. In 2016 almost 1 million Cubans stayed in the four hotel chains operating in Cuba; 94.15% of them stayed in the chains that manage the highest-priced hotels: Cubanacán (34.58%); Gaviota (33.93%); and Gran Caribe (22.64%). See Figure 6.

In 2016, a study carried out by HCG that monitored prices of a sample of 209 hotels operated by the Cubanacán, Islazul, Gran Caribe and Gaviota chains, found that the average price per room per night ranged from 91.35 to 226.00 CUC. See Table 2.

Analyzing prices by hotel category for each hotel chain, the Cubanacán chain had the highest prices in category 2* hotels, with an average annual price of 96.81 CUC per night. In category 3*, 4* and 5*, the highest average prices were for the Gaviota chain, with 148.55, 198.82 and 257.53 CUC, respectively. See Table 3.

The very high 2016 prices across the different chains gives us an idea of how much the purchasing power of this new middle class has grown in recent years.

---

But the growth of national tourism has transcended national boundaries. Today thousands of Cubans travel abroad for migratory reasons or to engage in business or pleasure. This is due to the implementation in 2013 of a new immigration policy, which eliminated the exit permit requirements and allowed Cubans to travel abroad more easily.

According to statistics published by the Cuban authorities, from January 2013 to December 2016, some 671,000 Cubans traveled outside the island. The number of trips made by Cuban residents abroad during that period was 1,745,000 trips\(^9\),

---

which means that some of these travelers do it frequently.

The countries most visited by Cuban travelers have been the US, Panama, Mexico, Ecuador, Spain, and the Dominican Republic. These trips have represented an estimated expenditure of 1,047 million dollars for the purchase of airline tickets alone, at the rate of about 600 dollars per ticket (recall that until the end of 2016, air tickets to the US cost between 450 and 500 dollars on average), an impressive figure that denotes the significant purchasing power of this segment of the Cuban population.

The reason for these trips abroad is diverse. It is estimated that in the period 2013–2016, around 130,000 Cubans traveled for migratory reasons, while the remaining 541,000 did so for work, tourism and business reasons.

The most visited destination has been the EE.UU. During the two mandates of President Obama (2009–2016), 188,115 visas were granted to Cuban citizens, in addition to the 20,000 migrant visas and thousands of additional migrant visas granted each year. See Table 4.

The most visited destination has been the EE.UU. During the two mandates of President Obama (2009–2016), 188,115 visas were granted to Cuban citizens, in addition to the 20,000 migrant visas and thousands of additional migrant visas granted each year. See Table 4.

### Table 4. Tourist visas granted by the U.S. to Cubans, 2009–2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of Tourist Visas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>17,690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>20,768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>16,654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>20,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>36,787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>41,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>22,797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>12,218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>188,115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: U.S. Department of State.

A considerable share of these visas are valid for five years, which explains why Cubans make several trips, sometimes multiple trips in the same year, in some cases for business reasons to buy merchandise and then sell it in the informal market. Others spend two to three months at a time abroad, working informally and returning to the island with the money saved. Another group travels for family tourism and vacations for example to Orlando tourism parks or to other cities in the country.

Studies conducted by HCG have revealed that some 30,000 Cubans with Spanish nationality travel to the US every year a couple of times a year for periods of 87 days. Most of them work temporarily in various jobs, with the most common being in agriculture, factories and patient care.

In 2016 more than 100,000 Cubans traveled to Mexico by air. Cubans have become the fastest growing tourist segment from Latin America, with a growth of 58.4% with respect to the previous year. Since the implementation of the new immigration reform in 2013, 220,715 Cubans have traveled to Mexico. See Figure 7.

Another group of Cubans, estimated at about 20,000, make trips to Panama with a frequency of twice a month on average. These trips are strictly business-related, and are intended to purchase merchandise at the Colón Free Trade Zone to acquire goods to supply retailers in the island and to sell various products in the informal market.

In addition, there is another group that travels to engage in tourism. The main destinations of this group are: USA, Cancún, Dominican Republic, and Europe.

### CONCLUSIONS

In Cuba, a middle class with considerable purchasing power has been born as a direct consequence of the change of policy towards Cuba implemented by Pres-

---


ident Obama and the economic reforms undertaken by President Raúl Castro.

An important segment of the population has achieved economic independence from the state and has managed to create a successful business network that brings together thousands of private businesses. More than half a million Cubans officially work in the private sector, while another half a million do so informally.

The financial support of Cuban exiles has been a key factor in the development of Cuba’s nascent private sector, which has managed to create a market for goods and services that is estimated at between 2.5 and 3.8 billion dollars. The purchasing power of this segment of the population is at least 10 times higher than that of workers in the state sector.

This emerging middle class has become the second tourist segment in the island in number of vacationers, only surpassed by Canada. In 2016 it consisted of about 991,122 national tourists who were hosted in the hotel chains that provide their services in dollars.

The creation of this middle class has brought wealth and prosperity to thousands of Cuban families, who have increased their purchasing power, allowing them to travel within Cuba and abroad for tourism and business travel.

This change that is taking shape in Cuban society is irrefutable proof that, if the government were to decide to make a real economic opening and release the country’s productive forces, with a reform like Viet Nam’s or China’s, in two to three years Cuba could take out millions of Cubans out of poverty. In a short time Cuba would be another country.

This result also shows that the economy of the country urgently needs new rules that will allow free enterprise to take advantage of the entrepreneurial capacity that Cubans have shown. The diaspora can
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play an important role in the country’s economic recovery if the right legal framework were created. If China and Viet Nam were able to take more than 350 million people out of poverty in less than 25 years, why couldn’t Cuba pull out 10 million in less than five years? Undoubtedly, the conditions are present to do so.

Cuba needs a change in social, economic and political DNA, which of course is going to take a long time to occur. Eliminating the current DNA that has lasted nearly 60 years in Cuban society is going to be a complex process that will undoubtedly accelerate as the generation in power physically disappears. At least the mutation to a new DNA has already begun: the old DNA resists, but each time it is losing more and more force. The fact that Cuban entrepreneurs already control 18% of the gross income of the economy despite the limitations they face is a good sign that the mutations have begun.